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MEASUREMENTS
Introduction:
Like many other disciplines, forestry is a science based on measurements. While participating in the
Envirothon program, you will learn to use the same instruments and collect the same data that
professional foresters use to learn about and manage our forest resources. Many students enjoy the
forestry section of Envirothon because it is very “hands on”. Becoming proficient with basic forest
measurements is very important, because many of the more complex measurements require accurate
forest data collection.
Learning Objectives:
At the end of this section, you should:


Understand why measurements are important in forestry and understand which tools are used
to obtain specific measurements.



Demonstrate proficiency in “pacing” to measure distances and determine how many paces you
have in a chain (66 feet).



Demonstrate proficiency in the use of the following forestry tools:


Diameter Tape



Biltmore Stick/Merritt Hypsometer



Clinometer



Wedge Prism



Angle Gauge (Not required for 2020 Envirothon)



Conduct a sample plot as part of a forest inventory using forestry
instruments



Apply data to specific charts and tables to determine forest growth conditions.
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Let’s Get Started:
Pacing: The most basic forest measurement is pacing or counting your number of steps to determine how
far you’ve traveled in the woods. A compass will help you determine which direction you are walking, but
pacing allows you to determine distance.
In forestry, distance measurements are based on a chain, which equals 66 feet. Many years ago surveyors
literally dragged a 66-foot-long chain around with them to measure properties, which were measured in
chains and links.
Today, foresters measure chains by knowing how many steps they take in 66 feet. To determine your
pace, measure out 66 feet using a 100-foot measuring tape, and count every other step (for example,
every time your right foot hits the ground). Most people have between 12 and 15 paces per chain.





CHAIN FACTS:
80 chains = 1 mile
10 square chains = 1 acre (very helpful
in determining the size of wildfires!)
Several forestry tools are calibrated to be
accurate at one chain.

Tree Diameter:
Tree diameter is an important measure of tree growth, especially when combined with additional
measurements such as the height and age of a tree (such as determining the volume or site index of a
tree). Diameter is always measured in inches, on the uphill side of a tree, at 4.5 feet above the ground
and is called DBH (Diameter at Breast Height).
A diameter tape (or d-tape for short) is used for this measurement.
A d-tape has feet, tenths of feet and hundredths of feet on one side. On the other side of the d-tape, the
inches look a lot longer than expected, (3.14 inches to be exact). This is because the d- tape is calibrated
in “diameter equivalents of circumference by inches and tenths of inches” saving you the trouble of
converting circumference into diameter.
Remember that diameter measurements should be expressed to the nearest tenth of an inch (for example
29.2” in photo below).
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Diameter Tape

Measure Tree at DBH

Measure to nearest tenth of an inch (29.2 inches in this example)
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Measuring Tree Diameter With a Biltmore Stick
1. Hold the stick at breast height (4.5 feet from the ground), 25" from your eye, with the back of the
stick against the tree you are measuring.
2. Hold the stick at a right angle to the axis of the tree and keep your eyes level with the stick.
3. Adjust the stick so that the left or zero is in line of sight with the left side of the tree.
4. Without moving your head, shift the line of sight to the right-hand side of the trunk.
5. Read the diameter on the stick nearest the point at which the line of sight crosses it.

Using the Biltmore stick to measure diameter at breast height

Measuring Tree Height
Measuring tree height with a clinometer
Tree height is measured using the principle of triangulation with a clinometer. Of all the forestry tools
you will use, the clinometer requires the most practice and skill. Assuming that the tree grows at a right
angle to the ground (even on a slope), we use the clinometer at 1 chain (66 feet) away from the center
of the tree using the following steps:


Standing 66’ from the center of the tree, with both eyes open, aim the black crosshair of the
clinometer level with the base of the tree at the soil line. Using the right-hand scale (the left scale
is for measuring percentage of slope and can be used for measuring the height of trees at 100’
from the center of the tree). You will read a “negative” number if the tree is on level ground or
down slope. You will read a “positive” number if the tree is up slope.



With both eyes open, aim the black crosshair of the clinometer to the top of the tree. This is a
tricky measurement because your view may be obscured by leaves or nearby tree branches. If
the top of the tree were an open umbrella, you’d want to be aiming at the point on the top of the
umbrella.
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Above clinometer reading is 15’ above level
Adding these positive and negative numbers for a final height:
1. If your eye level is above the base of the tree, the two numbers are added together to
determine total height.
2. If your eye level is below the base of the tree (the tree is upslope), the base reading
must be subtracted from the top reading to determine total height:
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EYE LEVEL IS ABOVE BASE OF TREE (BASE + TOP = HEIGHT)

EYE LEVEL IS BELOW BASE OF TREE (TOP – BASE = HEIGHT)
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The Biltmore Stick
by Justin Black, USU Forestry Extension

Measuring Tree Height with a Biltmore stick
1. Total tree height is measured from the ground to the top of the tree. Merchantable tree height
is measured from the stump height to the point at which the tree is no longer useable.
2. Stand 66 feet or 100 feet from the tree you are going to measure. Your Merritt Hypsometer is
calibrated to one of these distances and the appropriate distance will be clearly marked on the
Merritt Hypsometer face. If the ground is not level, stand on a spot which has about the same
elevation as the base of the tree.
3. Hold the stick vertical, 25" from your eye, with the Merritt Hypsometer side facing toward
you.
4. Align the base of the stick at the ground (or at your estimated stump height for
merchantable height).
5. Without moving your head, shift your line of sight so you can read the height at the point where
your line of sight and the top of the tree intersect (or merchantable height).
6. This can also be done opposite: Zero the stick at the top of the tree and check height at the
ground.

Using your Biltmore stick to measure tree height:
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Measuring Tree Volume with a Biltmore Stick
A Biltmore stick, dated to the early 19th century, is one method used for measuring tree diameter and
height (total or merchantable). From that information, the total board feet of the tree can be
established, along with tonnage and cubic feet.

Measuring Tree Diameter with a Biltmore Stick
1. Hold the stick at breast height (4.5 feet from the ground), 25" from your eye, with the back of the
stick against the tree you are measuring.
2. Hold the stick at a right angle to the axis of the tree and keep your eyes level with the stick.
3. Adjust the stick so that the left or zero is in line of sight with the left side of the tree.
4. Without moving your head, shift the line of sight to the right-hand side of the trunk.
5. Read the diameter on the stick nearest the point at which the line of sight crosses it.

Using the Biltmore stick to measure diameter at breast height
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Determining tree volume:
1. Once we know the diameter, height, and the number of logs a tree contains, we can
determine the volume of the tree.
2. In forestry, volume is expressed in board feet, which is an imaginary chunk of wood 12” (30.4 cm)
X 12” X 1” (2.5 cm) thick.

3. In forestry volume may also expressed in cubic feet, which is an imaginary chunk of wood
12” X 12” X 12”

Estimating Board Feet with a Biltmore Stick
Board Feet: After determining tree diameter and height (in 16 foot lengths), use the chart on the back
of the Biltmore stick to determine board feet. Using the “inches” scale along the top, find your tree
diameter. Look on the table corresponding to the number of 16-foot log sections you have.

To make measurements easier, foresters often use volume tables to quickly compute volume. For
eastern forests, we use the International ¼ inch rule volume table, because it provides the most
accurate volume measurements for the size classes of trees we have.
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Some Biltmore Sticks have volume tables on them; because you are measuring a standing tree,
make sure to use the tree scale side of the stick, not the log scale side. Volume tables are also used
to calculate volume. Form class tables (like the one below) were built to match the taper of logs that
are typical of various species and locales.

INTERNATIONAL ¼” RULE VOLUME TABLE USED FOR MOST EASTERN FORESTS
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Determining the firewood volume of standing trees:
Many of us heat our homes with firewood because it is an inexpensive and renewable resource.
Because we want to wisely use our forest resources, poorly formed trees that may not be usable as
lumber and large branches left after harvesting may be used as firewood. The volume of firewood is
expressed in a cord, a stack of firewood measuring 4 feet wide X 4 feet high X 8 feet long. Firewood
in Pennsylvania is typically sold by the cord or the half cord, may also be sold by the bundle, or by the
ton.

To determine the firewood volume of standing trees, foresters use a cord volume table
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Determining tree age:
Another important measurement is tree age. Not only is counting the number of growth rings
important to determine the tree’s age, but interpreting the spacing of growth rings can tell us much
about its life. Examining the growth of a tree can tell us many things about the growing conditions
about the site, or environment the tree is growing in.
A tree’s age, when compared to its diameter or height, can be an excellent indicator of how
productive a specific site is for growing a particular species of tree, or may also be an indicator of
stocking (or how crowded the trees are).
Because trees are many times older than we are, growth rings serve as a “history book” of the tree
and its surrounding community. Droughts, wet seasons, competition with neighboring trees, injuries,
and even forest fires can be reflected in tree growth rings.
GROWTH RINGS ON PINE TREE CROSSCUT
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For standing trees, age is determined by using an increment borer, which is a threaded hollow drill
that is turned by hand into a tree’s trunk at until the borer reaches the center of the tree. The
increment core, a pencil-thin sample of wood, is extracted from the trunk, showing the tree’s growth
rings and ring spacing. Although this boring does not usually harm forest trees, it is not
recommended for urban or other “specimen” trees.
During the Envirothon competition, a sample increment core or the tree’s known age will usually be
provided.

Always bore on uphill side of tree

Pull extractor to remove increment core
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Determining basal area:
Once we’ve learned how to take measurements on individual trees, we will now look at the
characteristics of the forest community. One important measurement is determining the basal area,
or level of tree stocking on a particular site. Basal area is a measurement of the cross-sectional area of
a given tree stem (or trunk) expressed in square feet at DBH (4.5 feet). The basal area of a forest
stand is the sum of the basal areas the individual trees, and is expressed in square feet of basal area
per acre.
Determining the basal area of an individual tree requires a d-tape and a calculator. The formula is:

BA = .005454 X DBH2
Foresters use a surprisingly simple, yet innovative instrument to determine the basal area on a
specific site or sample point. The wedge prism is a small piece of glass that has been ground to
refract light rays at a specific offset angle, which creates an “optical illusion”. Technically speaking,
in most eastern forests, we use a 10 basal area factor prism. This means that each tree that is
measured or tallied represents 10 square feet of basal area.
When using the wedge prism, it is very important to remember that the instrument must always be
held directly above the “plot center” stick for accuracy.
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The “optical illusion” the wedge prism creates (as a result of the angle it is ground) appears to
“offset” a portion of the tree’s stem or trunk when viewed, preferably at DBH.
If the offset portion viewed through the prism appears to connect with the main stem of the tree, you
will “tally” that tree as “in” or “countable”. If the offset portion appears completely removed from the
main stem of the tree, do not “tally” that tree as it is “out” or “not countable”.
For trees that appear to be “borderline” or on the edge, use the following equation for use with a 10
factor prism - 2.75 feet per inch of DBH or (DBH X 2.75) = distance from plot center in feet, to the center
of the tree being considered. If the calculated distance from plot center to the center of the tree is less
than the calculated distance, the tree is tallied as “in”.
After determining the number of “in” or countable trees, simply multiply that number of countable
trees by 10 to determine your basal area (because you are using a 10 BAF prism). For example, if
you have 8 “in” trees, your basal area is 80, or you have “80 square feet of basal area per acre”. If
you think about it, an acre contains 43, 560 square feet, while in this example, only 80 square feet is
actually occupied by tree stems, or trunks. The branches and crowns of the trees, as well as other
smaller vegetation occupy the remainder of a forested acre.
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Lets’ assume that you measured a 10 acre stand of trees with your 10 BAF prism. You measured 10
plots and in the 10 plots you counted 86 trees. 86 trees divided by the number of plots, 93/10 = 9.3
trees per plot. This average of 9.3 trees per plot represents 93 square feet of basal area per acre.

Determining the stocking level with a fixed diameter plot:
In addition to basal area, another important piece of data is the stocking level, often expressed in
“trees per acre”. Nobody has time to measure off an entire acre and count every tree, so we again
depend on a sample point to give us representative number of the stand or property we are collecting
forest data on.
To complete this measurement, we begin at our “plot center” and measure out 26 feet in each of the
cardinal directions (north, south, east, and west) and flag the circle boundaries. This circle is equal to
1/20th acre. We then count all of the trees within this circle that are greater than 2”. We then
calculate the trees per acre by multiplying that number of trees by 20. In the example below, 13 trees
within the circle multiplied by 20 indicates there are 260 trees per acre.

Determining stocking level using a table:
After we determine the trees per acre by conducting a 1/20th acre sample plot, we can combine this
data with the basal area of the site to determine whether the forest is understocked, fully stocked, or
overstocked. A chart like the one shown below is used to determine stocking level.
This information is very important to the forester
when making forest management recommendations
and deciding which silvicultural practices to implement
based upon the landowner’s objectives.
Pennsylvania’s forests cover 16.8 million acres. Of this
forested acreage, Private landowners own 11.9 million
acres of forests across 738,000 private ownerships. This
represents 71 percent of forest land in Pennsylvania.
We have determined that the stand has 80 square
feet of basal area per acre which we locate on the
vertical axis of the chart to the right.
We have determined that there are 260 trees per
acre which we locate on the horizontal axis of the
chart.
When we extend these points we see that our
Stocking Percent (diagonal axis) is at
approximately 77 percent. This indicates that the
stand is fully stocked with room for the trees to
grow.
When stocking is approaching or exceeds 100%, the
trees are crowding one another and a thinning or
harvest of some sort may be in order.
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About sample points:
Foresters often conduct a stocking level measurement on the same sample point where they collect
basal area information, site index, volume measurements, tree age, height, and species composition
data. This information, when combined with numerous other sample points (one sample point may be
conducted for every five acres) gives a clear, statistically accurate picture of the forest community being
studied. Sample points are designated based on a grid pattern (for example: 7 chains x 7 chains if you
wanted to complete a sample plot every 5 acres) while the property is being mapped in the office. This
ensures statistical accuracy and eliminates bias (and sometimes causes you to have to collect data in
wetlands, on steep slopes, and thick brush!). Conducting sample points involves bringing all of your
forestry skills (compass reading, pacing, tree identification, and proficiency in using instruments)
together!

1/20th ACRE CIRCULAR PLOT
An important tip: Although each measurement is sometimes conducted on the same sample lot,
don’t confuse basal area with the 1/20th acre tree count. When using the wedge prism above
“plot center,” measure all of the trees as far as you can see (there may be a huge tree in the
distance that is “in”). When you are counting trees in your 1/20th acre plot, count only those
within the radius of your circle. During the Envirothon competition, each of these
measurements would be conducted on a separate plot to avoid confusion.

Summary…
Many students enjoy the forestry resource area of the Envirothon program because it is very “handson”. As you can see, it is important to become competent in using forestry tools to obtain accurate
measurements, especially when you combine two measurements together to determine site index or
stocking level. Becoming proficient with forestry tools takes practice, and your local forestry
professionals can assist you.

Much of this document is taken from the NCF-Envirothon Forestry Resource Guide, Maryland 2017
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